“STAY AND GAIN”
OFFER REGULATIONS
1. The organiser of the promotion is the company Dobry Hotel Mięczkowski Spółka Komandytowa
with its main office in Sopot, at ulica Pułaskiego 18-20, tax identification number: 585-145-58-78,
being a company registered at the enterprise registry maintained by the District Court GdańskPółnoc in Gdańsk Department VIII KRS, under number KRS 0000360212.
2. The promotion is organised in cooperation with the following entities: Hotel Unicus Spółka
Komandytowa with main office in Sopot, ul. Pułaskiego 18-20; Hotel Aureus Spółka
Komandytowa with main office in Sopot, ul. Pułaskiego 18 – 20.
3. The promotion includes the following hotels: Hotel Sedan in Sopot, Best Western Villa Aqua
Hotel in Sopot, Best Western Bonum Hotel in Gdańsk, Best Western Plus Arkon Park Hotel in
Gdańsk, Hotel Różany Gaj in Gdynia and Hotel Unicus in Krakow.
4. The promotion begins on 1 February 2017 and lasts until further notice.
5. Reservation of one room/stay entitles a guest to one rubber stamp, regardless of the number of
reserved nights and number of people staying in the rooms.
6. The cards for rubber stamps are available in the rooms, and the participant receives the first
stamp at the end of one’s stay, regardless of the manner in which the reservation was made. The
next stamps will be provided after each stay reserved according to the regulation principles.
7. The completion of seven stamps guarantees one, free night stay (for max. two people) in one
double room of the standard type, without breakfast.
8. The free night stay may be taken advantage of during a stay that was earlier reserved through
one of the following methods:
 Hotel reception (by e-mail or telephone).
 A representative of the Sales Department of the Dobry Hotel main office.
 Personally in one of the hotels.
9. The offer is not valid for reservations made through agencies – external reservation sites.
10. The stamp is obtained by the person in whose name the reservation is made.
11. We do not return fees for accommodation that were fully paid when making the reservation.
12. The voucher may not be exchanged for money, may not be an object of trade other than that
determined in these regulations.
13. A condition of benefiting from the “STAY AND GAIN” offer is handing the coupon with seven
rubber stamps to reception staff upon the next arrival.
14. After completing seven stamps it is possible to exchange the coupon for a voucher, which may
be offered as a gift to a third person and used by that person.
15. For realising the coupon and taking advantage of the free night stay or for exchanging the
coupon with seven stamps for a voucher, the Guest will be charged the sum of one ‘grosz’ (0.01
PLN).
16. Making use of the free night stay is subject to non-refundable reservation. It is not possible to
cancel the reservation made or to use it on a different date.

17. The number of available rooms is limited. In certain periods the hotel reserves the right to refuse
acceptance of a reservation. The high season is excluded.
18. Hotel staff are entitled to refuse acceptance of the coupon if it arouses suspicion regarding its
authenticity, legal origin or number of stays included.
19. The rubber stamps are imprinted only on original coupons. In the case of a Guest not having the
coupon with him/her, the stamp is not provided.
20. The number of vouchers is limited.
21. Each person taking advantage of vouchers declares that he/she has read these regulations and
does not have any objections to them.
22. All comments, complaints, etc. should be forwarded to the e-mail address:
biuro@dobryhotel.com.
23. In matters not regulated by these regulations, relevant provision of the Civil Code shall apply.
24. Any disputes arising from the execution of commitments related to the use of vouchers will be
settled by the court with jurisdiction over the issuer’s main office.

